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A cubic diagram is a cubic graph G drawn in the plane, possibly with edge-crossings. The 
drawing defines a sign for each edge3-coloring of G. The Penrose number of G is the sum of 
signs of its edge-3-colorings. For plane graphs it coincides with the number of edge-3-colorings. 
Given a cubic diagram G, we define a sign for every Eulerian orientation of its line-graph 
L(G) and prove that the Penrose number of G is equal to the sum of signs of the Eulerian 
orientations of L(G). This yields a new recursive scheme for the computation of the Penrose 
number. Another consequence is a simple formula which gives the number of vertex4 
colorings of a loopless plane triangulation in terms of the mappings from the vertex-set to 
{ 1,2,3} which take exactly two distinct values on each triangle. 
1. Introduction 
The Four Color Theorem [l] is equivalent to the statement that every cubic 
bridgeless plane graph G has an edge-3-coloring. The number T(G) of such 
edge-3-colorings can be computed using a recursive scheme corresponding to the 
evaluation of the chromatic polynomial of either the dual graph or the line-graph 
of G. Penrose proposes in [12] another recursive scheme for the computation of 
T(G). In fact this scheme is not restricted to plane graphs. It works on cubic 
plane &grwrpzr where edges may cross and computes a signed analogue of T(G) 
(we call this invariant the Penrose number) which coincides with T(G) if G is a 
plane graph. 
We present Penrose’s work in Section 2. Then in Section 3 we establish a 
simple formula which gives the Penrose number of a cubic diagram in terms of 
the Eulerian orientations of its line-graph. Finally in Section 4 we show how this 
formula leads to a new recursive computation scheme for the Penrose number, 
and we give special results in the case of plane graphs. 
2. The Penrose number of a cubic diagram 
2.1. General definitions 
The graphs which we consider here are finite, and may have loops and multiple 
edges. It will be convenient to view each edge e as subdivided into two half -edges 
(the two halves of e), one incident to each end of e. In particular if e is a loop 
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incident to the vertex V, both halves of e are incident to V. The degree of a vertex 
is the number of half-edges incident to it. A graph is c&c (respectively: 
&egular) if every vertex is of degree three (respectively: four). 
Let v be a vertex of degree 2 in a graph G, and let h 1, h2 be the two half-edges 
incident to V. For c’ = 1,2, hi is a half of some edge ei and we denote the other 
half of this edge by hi. Assume first that el # e2. Then deleting v, el, e2, hl, h2 
and creating a new edge with halves hi, hi yields a graph which is said to be 
obtained from G by erasing v. If e, = e2 = e (so that e is a loop at v), then hi = h2 
and h;= hl. In this case the erasing process just described replaces the 
“loop-graph” ({v}, {e}) by a structure consisting of two half-edges incident to no 
vertex. By convention we shall consider this as a graph with one edge and no 
vertex and call it a flee loop. For instance a cubic graph or a 4-regular graph may 
contain connected components consisting of free loops. 
An orientation of a graph is obtained by choosing for each edge one of its 
halves as initial and the other as terminal. An orientation is said to be Eulerian if 
each vertex is incident to an equal number of initial and terminal half-edges. Note 
that a graph consisting of one loop or one free loop has exactly two Eulerian 
orientations. 
A rotation at a vertex v of a graph G = (V, E) is a cyclic permutation of the 
half-edges incident to v. A rotation system of G is a family p = (pV , v E V), where 
pV is a rotation at v. Rotation systems are the basis of the classical combinatorial 
description of embeddings of graphs on orientable surfaces known as the 
“permutation technique” (see 161). To be more precise, each rotation system 
p = (pV, v E V) of the connected graph G = (V, E) defines an embedding of G on 
some orientable surface S. If we identify p with the permutation nuEVpV and 
denote by LY the fixed-point-free involution which maps every half-edge to the 
other half of the same edge, the faces of the embedding correspond to the orbits 
of pcu. The number of these orbits will yield the genus of S by Euler’s formula. 
Other usual definitions on graphs will be found in [3] or [5]. 
2.2. Diagrams 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A drawing of G in the plane is obtained by 
representing each vertex v of G by a point v* of the plane and each edge e of G 
by a simple Jordan curve e* according to the following rules: 
- if vl, vu2 are distinct vertices then v: # vf 
- if the edge e has ends vl, v2 (which might be identical) then e* joins VT and 
vf and contains no v * for v in V - ( vl, v,} 
- if el, e2 are distinct edges then er n er is finite. 
Remarks. (i) Note that if we replace in this last rule “finite” by “contained in 
V*” (where V* denotes {v*/v E V}) we obtain the usual definition of plane 
embeddings. 
(ii) A free loop is drawn aF a simple closed Jordan curve disjoint from V? 
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(iii) In graph theory texts (including the present one where we state it 
explicitly), figures depicting graphs actually depict them as drawn in the plane. 
Ambiguity is avoided through the use of additional standard conventions which 
need not be incorporated in our mathematical definition of drawing. 
The subdivision of an edge e into its halves will be represented in the obvious 
way by the selection of a point on e* - V* (or two such points in the case of a 
free loop). To each drawing of the graph G in the plane we associate the rotation 
system p = (pu, v E V) of G defined as follows: pV maps each half-edge incident 
to TV to the next half-edge incident to TV in the clockwise order around V* . 
Conversely, it is easy to see that every rotation system of G is associated in this 
way to some drawing in the plane. Thus plane drawings appear as a convenient 
description of rotation systems and equivalently of embeddings in orientable 
surfaces. In the sequel we call diagram a graph drawn in the plane. If the drawing 
is a plane embedding, the diagram is then called as usual a plane graph. For the 
sake of simplicity we no longer distinguish between a vertex v (an edge e) and its 
representative v*(e*). 
2.3. Edge-3-colorings in cubic diagrams 
An edge3-coloring of a cubic graph G is a coloring of the half-edges of G with 
3 colors such that the two halves of any edge receive the same color (which we 
call the color of the edge) and the three half-edges incident to any vertex receive 
three distinct colors. We denote by T(G) the number of edge-3-colorings of G. 
For instance if G has a loop then T(G) = 0. On the other hand, if G is a free 
loop, T(G) = 3. 
We now define a signed analogue of T(G) for diagrams whit.h is due to Penrose 
[12]. Our presentation is slightly different from those given in [8, 91 or [12]. 
Assume that G is drawn in the plane and consider an edge-3-coloring f of G with 
the colors 1,2,3. A vertex v of G will be said positive (respectively: negative) 
with respect to f if the colors of the half-edges incident to TV are 1,2,3 
(respectively: 1,3,2) in the clockwise order around V. Let n+(f) (respectively: 
n-(f)) denote the number of vertices which are positive (respectively: negative) 
with respect to f. Note that n+(f) and n-(f) have the same parity since G has an 
even number of vertices. We write s(f) = 1 if n+(f) = n-(f) mod4, and 
s(f) = -1 otherwise. The number s(f) is the sign of f. We define the Penrose 
number of the diagram G as the sum of the signs of the edge-3-colorings of G, 
and we denote this number by T’(G). 
Consider now another drawing of G whose associated rotation system is the 
same as the previous one except at one single vertex v where the rotation is 
opposite. Let f be any edge-3-coloring of G. The sign of v with respect to f 
changes, and the sign of the other vertices do not change. Hence the values of 
n+(f) - n-(f) in the two drawings differ by 2 or -2, and the sign off changes. It 
value. In other words, 
the way it is drawn. 
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fellows that the sign of T’(G) changes, but not its absolute 
IT’(G)1 is a graph invariant: it depends only on G, not on 
2.4. Basic properties of the Penrose number 
The Penrose number appears as an interesting tool for the study of edge-3- 
c&&gs of cubic graphs, in particular in the planar case. This stems from the 
following results (see [8,9, 121). 
Proposition 1. Let G be a cubic plane graph. Then T(G) = T’(G). 
proof, All edge-3-colorings of a cubic plane graph have positive sign. This result 
appeared for the first time (as far as I know) in [13] and was rediscovered by 
several authors in a numder of equivalent forms. An elementary proof is as 
follows (see also [8,9]). Consider an edge-3-coloring f of G with the colors 1,2,3. 
Replace each edge colored 3 by two parallel edges, one colored a and the other 
colored b, in order to obtain a plane 4-regular graph. In this new graph the edges 
colored a or 1 form a family Ci of disjoint simple closed curves in the plane, and 
the other edges form another such family C2. Then it is easy to check that the 
ends of an edge of G colored 3 have the same signs with respect to f if and only if 
exactly one of them corresponds to a crossing of a curve of Ci with a curve of C,. 
The total number of such crossings is even, thus there is an even number of edges 
of color 3 whose ends have the same sign, and hence n’(f) = n-(f) mod 4. Cl 
Remark. Proposition 1 cannot be extended to non-planar graphs: it is easy to 
check (see [12] and [7], Section 2.3) that the Penrose number of the Kuratowski 
graph KS.3 is zero. 
Let G = (V, E) be a cubic graph drawn in the plane with associated rotation 
system p = (pu, ‘u E V). As before we consider p as a permutation on the set of 
half-edges. Let e be an edge of G with distinct ends X, y and let h, h’ be the two 
halves of e. We define two new graphs H’ and H” as follows: we first delete the 
edge e and its halves, and then rearrange tae incidences of the half-edges incident 
to the vertices x and y in the following way. In H’, ph and p2h’ are made incident 
to one of these vertices, and ph’ and p2h are made incident to the other. On the 
other hand in H”, ph and ph’ are made incident to one vertex of {x, y} while p2h 
and p*h’ are made incident to the other (see Fig. 1). 
Note that in the graphs H’, H” all vertices have degree 3 with the exception of 
x and y which have degree 2. Hence if we erase x and y we obtain cubic graphs 
(recall that we allow free loops in our definition of such graphs). These graphs 
will be drawn in the plane, starting with the drawing of G and performing only a 
local change in the neighbourhood of e as indicated in Fig. 1. Clearly the 
associated rotation systems can be identified with (p,, v E V - {x, y }). The cubic 
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Fig. 1. 
diagram thus obtained from H’ (respectively: H’) will be said to be obtained from 
G by the non-crossing (respectively: crossing) dissolution of the edge e. 
k~sition 2. Let G be a cubic diagram, and e be an edge of G with two distinct 
en& Let G’ (respectively: G”) be obtained j?om G by the non-crossing 
(respectively: crossing) dissolution of the edge e. rhen T’(G) = T’(G’) - T’(G”). 
Proof. Let H be the diagram obtained from G by the contraction of e. Thus all 
vertices of H have degree 3, with the exception of one vertex v which has degree 
4. We may extend to H the definitions of edge-3-coloring and of the sign of such a 
coloring given in Section 2.3 by replacing everywhere the term “vertex” by the 
term “vertex of degree 3”. Then edge-3-colorings of G, G ‘, G’ can be identified 
with special edge-3-colorings of H. For any partition P of the set of half-edges of 
H incident to v, let S(P) be the sum of the signs of the edge-3-colorings of H 
which induce this partition. Then clearly, using the above-mentioned 
identification: 
T’(G’) =s({{~h, ~~h')t {PC huh))) + Wph, p2K ph’, p2h)}) 
TV’) = Wph, ph’), {p2h, p2h’})) -k S({ {ph, p2h’, ph’, p2h}}). 
Similarly, a simple analysis of the signs of the edge-3-colorings of G yields: 
T’(G) =S({{ph, p2h’}, {ph’, p2h}}) - S({ {ph, ph’}, (p2h, p2h’)}), and the re- 
sult follows immediately. El 
A=&-a 
= 3 - 3 - 3 + 9 =6 
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Consider a cubic diagram G. The anticoherent transitions of the canonical 
orientation of its line-graph L(G) will be said to be crossing, and the other 
transitions to be non-crossing. This terminology is motivated by the topological 
interpretation of L(G) as a medial graph given in the previous section. 
Let d be an Eulerian orientation of L(G). We write s(d) = 1 if the number of 
non-crossing anticoherent transitions of d is even, and s(rl) = -1 otherwise. The 
number s(d) is the sign of d. 
Lemma 3. An Eulerian orientation of L(G) has positive sign if and only if it is 
obtained from the canonical orientation by reversing an even number of edges. 
Proof. Let do be the canonical orientation of L(G) and dl be an Eulerian 
orientation of E(G) obtained from do by reversing a set X of edges. It is easy to 
check that every vertex v of L(G) is incident to an even number of halves of 
edges of X, and that if there are exactly two such half-edges, one of them is initial 
and the other is terminal (this is tru e in both orientations). Moreover the 
anticoherent transitions of d,-, and dl at v are distinct, that is, the anticoherent 
transition of dI at v is non-crossing, if and only if v is incident to exactly two 
halves of edges of X. Since 2 1X1= c i 1x1, where Y;: is the set of vertices of L(G) 
incident to exactly i halves of edges of X, ;he number lYZl of non-crossing 
anticoherent rarsitions of dI has the parity of 1x1. q 
Proposition 4. Let G be a cubic diagram with no loops or free loops. Its Penrose 
number T’(G) is equal to the sum of the signs of the Eulerian orientations of 
L(G)- 
Proof. Consider a vertex TV of G and the associated triangle tv of L(G). Let 
et, e2, e3 be the three edges of G incident to v and let d be an Eulerian 
orientation of L(G). Two cases may occur for the restriction of this orientation to 
the edges of tv. 
(i) Either it is Eulerian. Then we say that d orients tV us a circuit. 
(ii) Or we may assume without loss of generality that e, is a source and e3 is a 
sink. Then we say that d orients t, from el to e3, and that d marks the edges el, e3 
at v. 
Note that d marks an edge e of G at both of its ends, or none. In the first case 
we shall simply say that d marks e. We denote by C(d) the set of edges of G 
marked by d. For each subset F of the edge-set E of G we denote by Z(F) the set 
of Eulerian orientations d of L(G) such that C(d) = F, and by r(F) the sum of 
their signs. Thus the sum of the signs of the Eulerian orientations of L(G) is 
equal to CFsE z(F). 
Let F c E be such that z(F) #0 and consider an orientation d in 7(F). Then d 
marks zero or two edges at each vertex of G, and hence F is I rtitioned into 
vertex-disjoint cycles. 
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Assume that some vertex VJ of G is incident to no edge of F. Then every 
orientation in Z(F) orients the corresponding triangle tV of L(G) into a circuit. 
To every orientation d in Z(F) we may associate another such orientation, which 
we shall denote by d' , by reversing this circuit. Clearly (d’)’ = d. Moreover it 
easily follows from Lemma 3 that d and d’ have opposite signs. This implies that 
z(F) = 0, a contradiction. It follows that every vertex of G is incident to two 
edges of F. In other words, F is a 2-factor of G. 
Then for every orientation d in Z(F) there exists an unique Eulerian 
orientation q(d) of F such that for every vertex ‘u of G, d orients the triangle tV 
from the edge of F with terminal half-edge incident to v to the edge of F with 
initial half-edge incident to V. Moreover, every Eulerian orientation of F is of the 
form q(d) for an unique orientation d in Z(F). 
Let&..., Fk be the connected components of F. Let d be an orientation in 
Z(F) and let X be a subset of { 1, . . . , k}. We denote by r(X, d) the unique 
orientation in Z(F) such that q(r(X, d)) is obtained from q(d) by reversing the 
edges of Fx=Uiex i F. Note that r(X, d) is obtained from d by reversing 3 lFxl 
edges of L(b’). 
If one of the connected components of F, for instance F,, is an odd cycle, we 
may consider the fixed-point-free involution which associates to every orientation 
d in Z(F) the orientation r( { l}, d). These two orientations have opposite signs by 
Lemma 3. This impiies mat z(F) k-0, 1 contradiction. It follows that all 
components of F are even cycles. In other words, F is an even 2-factor of G. 
Let d be any fixed orientation in Z(F). Then clearly Z(F) = {r(X, d)/Xc 
(1 , k}}. It follows that liZ( = 2k. Moreover, Lemma 3 implies that all 
orkntations in Z(F) have the same sign, which we denote by s(F). Thus 
r(F) = Sag. 
Let us say that an edge3coloring f of G with the colors 1,2,3 is compatible 
with the even 2-factor F if F consists of the edges colored with the colors 1,2 by J 
Let n = 2p be the number of vertices of G. Consider an orientation dl in Z(F) 
and an edge-3-coloring f compatible with F. There are exactly p vertices v of G 
such that dl orients the triangle tV from an edge colored 1 (respectively: 2) by f to 
an ed;e colored 2 (respectively: 1) by f. If we reverse the 2p edges of L(G) which 
have both ends in F, we obtain an Eulerian orientation d2 which orients every 
triangle tV into a circuit. Exactly p of these oriented triangles meet successively 
edges of G of colors 1,2,3 in this circular order. By reversing the 3p edges of the 
p other triangles we obtain an Eulerian orientation d3 which orients every triangle 
tv into a circuit meeting the colors in the order 1,2,3. Finally we may obtain the 
canonical orientation by reversing 3n-(f) edges in d3. Then it follows from 
Lemma 3 that s(d,) = 1 iff p + n-(f) is even. On the other hand, s(j’) = ? iff 
n+(f) - n-(f) = 2p - 2n-(f) is a multiple of 4. Hence s(d,) = s(f) and all 
edge-3-colorings of G compatible with F have sign s(F). Since there are exactly 2k 
such edge-kolorings, z(F) = Sag equals the sum of their signs. It follows that 
c FEE Z(F) = T’(G) as required. Cl 
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4.1. Another recursive computation of the Penrose number 
Let H be a 4-regular graph. A transition system of H is a family p = 
(p(v), v E V(H)), where p(v) is a transition at v which is said to be in p. tit US 
a-c- - Al. a:-.. /....‘*I- u,.a”rrmr, 403 n\ ,Ip 8,” c 1 - . . 
UGllllG lilt: 3LpC [wcm rcsytsbr cw y) ul cm dirtXi~ii GiiGit~ti~i; d Gf .ii iiS Cqiiai to 1 if 
the number of anticoherent ransitions of d not in p is even, and to -1 otherwise. 
Let S(H, p) be the sum of signs (defined with respect to p) of the Eulerian 
orientations of M. This concept extends the Penrose number, since Proposition 4 
asserts that for a cubic diagram G (with no loops or free loops) T’(G) is equal to 
S@(G), p), where, for every vertex v of L(G), p(v) is the crossing transition at 
this vertex. 
We now present a further extension in terms of what is known in statistical 
mechanics as the partition function of an ice-type model (see [2], Chapter 8). Let 
us denote by O(H) the set of Eulerian orientations of H. Consider a mapping W 
which assigns to every transition t of H a “weight” W(t) chosen in some set of 
numerical variables or constants. The pair (H, W) will be called a weighted 
4-regular graph. For any Eulerian orientation d and vertex v of H, we denote by 
d, the transition at v anticoherent in d. We associate to (H, W) the sum 
:S(H, W) = Cdeo[aj flurvjf$j Wj&). Rx ir,stanc:e, if p is a transition system of H 
and Wp assigns the weight 1 to the transitions in p and the weight -1 to the 
others, clearly S(H, Wp) = S(H, p). We now present a recursive scheme for the 
computation of S(H, W) which is based on the “splitting” of transitions. 
Let v be a vertex of the 4-regular graph H, and let h,, hZ, h3, h4 be the 
four half-edges incident to v. Consider for instance the transition t = 
{{h, W h W t a v. Let us delete from H the vertex v, introduce two new 
vertices X, y and rearrange the incidences of the half-edges previously incident to 
v as follows: h, , h2 are made incident to X, and h3, h4 are made incident to y . In 
the resulting graph, x and y have degree 2 and the other vertices have degree 4. 
Hence by erasing x and y we obtain a 4-regular graph which we denote by H * t. 
We now present a result which also appears in a wider context in [8]. Our 
approach here is different and more direct than in [8]. 
Proposition 5. Let (H, W) be a weighted 4-regular graph and bet x be a vertex of 
H. If t,, tZ, t3 denote the three transitions at x, for i = 1, 2, 3 let A(ti) = -W(ti) + 
(l/2) Cj=1,2,3 W(tj)* Then: 
S(H, W) = 2 A(ti)S(H * tip W/X), 
i=1.2.3 
where W/x is the restriction of the weight function W to the transitions at vertices 
distinct from x. 
Proof. For i = 1,2, 3 let O’(H) denote the set of Eulerian orientations of H 
whose anticoherent transition at x is ti, and let Si(H, W) = 
c rI”E”(H)-_(x) &O’(H) W(d,). Clearly S(H, W) = Ci=1,2,3 W(ti)Si(H, W). On the 
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other hand, for i = 1,2,3 we may identify Q(H * ti) with the set of Eulerian 
orientations of H whose anticoherent ransition at x in not tie It easily follows that 
S(H *tip W/X)=C d~O(H)-O'(H)nvf"(H)-{x) Wvu) 
= c je(1,2.3}--(i} 1 S-(H, W) for i = I, 2, 3. 
Hence 
c i=1,2,3A(ti)S(H * fi* W/X) = Ci=1.2.3 Cje(1,2,3)--(i) A(t,)Sj(H, W) 
= c j=1.2.3 ~ie(1,2.3)-{j) A(li)sj(Hs w)* 
Since C ie(l.z,3)-{i) A(G) = W(t)) for j = 1323 
Proposition 5, together with the obvious 
loops has 2” Eulerian orientations, yields 
S(H, W). 
The following result is just a special case 
Proposition 6. Let H be u kegui’ar graph and let p be a transition system of H. 
3, the result follows immediately. Cl 
fact that a graph consisting of tz free 
a recursive computation method for 
of Proposition 5. 
Let x be a vertex of H. If tl, t2, t3 denote the three transitions at x, with p(x) = t,, 
then: 
S(H, P) = (b)(S(H * t2, p/x) + S(H * t3, p/x) - 3S(H * tl, p Jx)), 
where p fx is the restriction of the transition system p to the transitions at vertices 
distinct from x. 
Let us call a transition t of a 4-regular graph H sepamting whenever H * t has 
more connected components than M. It is easy to show that if P is a transition 
system of H and there exists a separating transition ntii in p, then S(N, p) = 0. 
This generalizes via Proposition 4 the well-known fact that if a cubic diagram has 
a bridge, it has no edge-3-coloriilg and hence its Penrose number is zero. But the 
converse is false. Fig. 3 depicts a 4-regular plane graph H with no separating 
transitions (this graph also appears in Fig. 4 of [lo]). It is easy to check, either 
directly or by repetitive application of Proposition 6 (an interesting exercise), that 
if p denotes the transition system consisting of the crossing transitions, S(H, p) = 
0. 
A 
Fig. 3. 
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4.2. Special results i#z the planar case 
It is well known (see for instance [2], Section 8.13 and [4j, Chapter 3) that the 
Eulerian orientations of a connected 4-regular plane graph H are in l-to-l 
correspondence with the colorings of its faces with 3 colors 1,2,3 such that 
adjacent faces receive different colors (these colorings will be called face-3- 
colorings) and such that the infinite face is colored 1. Indeed, let us consider the 
colors as elements of Z3. A face-3-coloring c being given, for any oriented edge e 
denote by lc(e) (respectively: rc(e)) the color of the face lying on its left 
(respectively: right) side. If we orient each edge e in such a way that 
at(e) - It(e) = 1, it is easy to check that we obtain an Eulerian orientation which 
we denote by d(c). Conversely, every Eulerian orientation corresponds in this 
way to a unique face-3-coloring such that the infinite face is colored 1. This can be 
shown for instance by considering the Eulerian orientation as a tension in the 
dual graph and then viewing this tension as a potential difference. Note that the 
face-3-colorings such that the infinite face is colored x (.x in Z3) are obtained from 
the face-3-colorings uch that the infinite face is colored 3 by adding x to all 
colors. 
We observe that for a given vertex V, the face-3-coloring c uses 3 colors on the 
faces incident to IJ (we shall then say ‘that c tricolors v) if and only if the 
anticoherent ransition at v of the Eulerian orientation d(c) is non-crossing. Let 
us denote by t(c) the number of vertices tricolored by c. men s(d(c)), the sign of 
d(c) (defined with respect o the crossing transitions), equals (- 1)““. We call this 
number the sign of c and we denote it by s(c). Let C(H) be the set of 
face-3-colorings of H. We have proved the following result. 
Proposition 7. Let H be a connected plane 4-regular graph. The sum of signs of 
the Eulerian orientations of Jg is equal to (3) &EC(Hj~(~). 
Now let G be a connected cubic plane graph with no loops or free loops. It 
follows from Propositions 1 and 4 that T(G), the number of edge3colorings of 
G, is equal to the sum of signs of the Eulerian orientations of L(G), the medial 
graph of G , which is a connected 4-regular plane graph. By Proposition 7, this is 
also equal to (3) C ~EC(~(G)) s(c . The faces of L(G) belong to two different types: 
those bounded by the triangles tv (v E V(G)) which can be identified with the 
vertices of 6, and the others which can be identified with the faces of G. Thus we 
may identify the face-3-colorings of L(G) with the mappings from the set of 
vertices and faces of G to {1,2,3} such that the value of every vertex is different 
from the values of the three incident faces. We shall call such a mapping a jU 
3-valuation of G. For each mapping f from the set of faces of G to { 1,2,3} (we 
shall call such a mapping a face-3-valuation of G), let y (f ) be the sum of signs of 
the full 3-valuations of G which extend this mapping. Clearly if f assigns different 
values to the three faces incident to a vertex v, f cannot be extended into a full 
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3-valuation and hence y(f) = 0. On the other hand, if f assigns the same value to 
the three faces incident to V. the full 3-valuations extending f can be partitioned 
into pairs, two valuations of one pair being identical except for the value of V. 
Then it is easy to see that two valuations of one pair have opposite signs and 
hence y(f) = 0 also in this case. Finally, if, for every vertex v of G, f assigns 
exdctly two distinct values to the three faces incident to VJ, we shall say that f is 
correct. Then we call sign off and denote by s(f) the sign of the unique full 
3-valuation which extendsf. Thus, denoting the set of correct face-3-valuations of 
G by F(G), we have proved the following result. 
Proposition 8. Let G be a connected cubic plane graph with no loops or free 
loops. The number of edge-3-colorings of G is equal to (4) CJEFtGI s(f ). 
Now let us make this result more precise. For f in F(G) and distinct elements 
i, j of {l, 2,3} we shall say that the vertex ~1 has type iij in f whenever f assigns the 
value i to two of the faces incident to r.~ and assigns the value j to the remaining 
one. On Fig. 4 (i) (respectively: (ii)) we depict a triangle tu in L(G) when ‘u has 
type 112 (respectively: 221) in f . We have indicated the face-3-coloring of L(G) 
extending f and the, associated Eulerian orientation. 
We observe that the oriented triangle & differs from the canonical orientation 
on two edges (respectively: one edge) in case (i) (respectively: (ii)). Moreover, if 
v has type 223 or 331 (respectively: 332 or 113) the situation is similar to the one 
in case (i) (respectively: (ii)). It then follows from Lemma 3 that the sign off is 
positive if and only if the number of vertices of type 221,332 or 113 in f is even. 
Finally, using planar duality and the classical correspondence between edge3- 
colorings and face-4-colorings in cubic plane graphs, it is easy to reformulate 
Proposition 8 as follows (the relevant definitions have been dualized in the 
obvious way). 
position 9. Let K be a loopless plane triangulation. The number of vertex-4- 
colorings of K is equal to (2) CfEF(K*Is(f ), where F(P) is the set of correct 
vertex-3-valuations of K and the sign s(f) of such a valuation f is equal to 1 if the 
number of triangles of types 221, 332 or 113 is even, and equal to -1 otherwise. 
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